PROJECT VIKAAS
DATE: 18TH AND 25TH OCTOBER 2016

The basic purpose was to teach children about parts of computer hardware like keyboard, mouse,
monitor, cpu , speakers and printer .We taught functions of each parts and tried to complete these
topic. We also did little bit revision on the topic which was taught on the previous class. We also
made them familiar with things like paint and ms word. Kindergarten children’s were taught
alphabets and numberings.
We collected information’s regarding the parts of computer i.e. what needs to be taught to and
how much needs to be taught for children’s.

PROJECT NAME: VIKAAS
DATE OF PROJECT EXECUTION:18.9.16
PURPOSE OF VISIT:creating awareness in a socially and educationally backward village.
What we did:
1.Conducted a survey and interacted with people to find out their problems.
2.Interacted with the small kids and tried to find out their difficulties in various subjects.
3.Teaching basics of computer to children.
SUMMARY:
This is my first project.I visited the village 'Barang' for the first time on 4.9.16 in order to spot
the village and find out whether it is socially or educationally backward.I interacted with the
people and the small kids.On 11.9.16 we conducted a survey .The entire group was divided into
many subgroups which were led by our seniors .Each team were assigned a specific area where
we had to interact with the people and find out their problems.Some of the problems arefrequent power cut ,one time water supply ,garbage disposal,mosquitoes,no computer education
in school.So on 18th we decided to teach the children basics of computer .The syllabus was
decided by our seniors.Many children came .We taught them parts of computer and paint .We
also distributed chocolates among the children.We enjoyed a lot .The kids were so friendly and
nice to us. Its was for the first time someone touched my feet .On 25th we went there again .It
was my 4th visit to the village. This time we got a classroom in the school.We taught the
students basics of MS WORD and also revised the previous syllabus.The children are very sharp
and eager.Now they have learnt to write their names and draw basic shapes and color them on
computer.To make my teaching EFFECTIVE and INTERESTING I showed them a scene
from the movie "THE JUNGLE BOOK" and asked them to carefully watch the movie and write

what they saw in it in ms word.Each child wrote one or two words.In this way they learnt the
English words and their spellings and how to write in ms word .In this way I have done my first
project .I like kids and by this project I get chance to interact with so many kids .I will try my
best to solve their difficulties in studies and clarify their doubts.This time we will tell the people
about composting .

